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Advanced Safety Solutions Malta has been set up 
to combat the ever-growing problem of slip and 
fall accidents that are happening on a daily basis 
and that affects people both at home and at their 
place of work. 

Also provide a one stop shop remedy for slip accidents 
that happen on a daily basis and that affect people both 
at home and at their place of work. We therefore offer a 
variety of products and services that can be used from 
pre design stage up to finished and to avoid unnecessary 
cost in retiling but that will enhance the co - efficient of 
surfaces to make sure such accidents will be eliminated.

In Malta as anywhere else many accidents happen when 
they are least expected making the need of a solution 
immediate and important. It is estimated that 15 percent 
of the accidents reported and treated at our local hospitals 
and clinics are due to slips and falls and in many cases, 
these result in broken bones and long term recovery. 
Needless to say this would reflect in lost man hours at work 
as well as discomfort and inconvenience at home.

In EU Member States they have been identified as the 
main causes of accidents that result in more than 3 days 
absence from work.

Keeping Malta on its feet and Germ Free

• RISK ASSESSMENTS - To prevent lawsuits and 
liabilities and preventing slip accidents.

• ANTI SLIP TREATMENTS - Making any floor Anti Slip 
using a variety of chemicals which reduces downtime 
and cost of changing tiles.

• DEEP CLEANING - Deep cleaning of hard floor 
surfaces using environmentally friendly products and 
high pressure washing/scrubbing, 

• ANTI SLIP/ SKID COATINGS - Coatings on Pavements, 
Wheelchair access, Garage Ramps, Loading Bays, 
Forklift Areas,

• STAIR NOSING - Stair protection and Safety in highly 
trafficked areas,

• PVC FLOORING - Safe, Ergonomic reduces, Sound 
insulation, Thermal Insulation, Easy to clean and low 
maintenance, 

• SEAMLESS WALL COATINGS,
• INDUSTRIAL KITCHEN TILES.
• SUPERIOR DISINFECTION SYSTEMS - Anti Microbial 

Technology.

The European Standard

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) advises and 
recommends using floor surfaces that meet floor slip 
ratings (R ratings) for environments where shod feet are 
found and ABC ratings for wet floor conditions where bare 
feet are the norm (such as swimming pools). In general, a 
minimum of R11 is recommended on a horizontal surface 
but ideally R12 is used to counteract slippage possibilities.  
For slopes, it is recommended that R12 and R13 surfaces 
are used.

Your legal duties - 
What do you know about them?
Legal Notice 44 of 2002 - The Work Place (Minimum Health and 
Safety Requirements) states that it is the duty of the owner/
employer to take all the necessary measures to ensure that 
all suitable measures are taken to render slip-proof any highly 
polished surfaces.

Anti Slip Solutions
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Anti Slip Solutions offer the service of checking 
the slip ratings of any floor using a proven 
scientific machine.  A report is issued after 
every test and this can be used for insurance 
purposes or as evidence that legal requirements 
are being met.  

Should the surface be found to be inadequate, we also 
offer a range of products that can be applied to render the 
surface slip proof.

All our products and suppliers are European and they 
all have passed all rigorous testing to conform with EU 
standards and regulations. Every product has been 
accredited with its own certification.

As a one stop shop for everything in floor safety, we 
specialise in anti slip treatments, applications and 
installations, slip alert testing and professional floor 
cleaning services. We have also expanded into floor 
installation meaning we now have an option for every floor 
we are called to see. 

Our small team gives you a high level of personal 
service meaning that throughout projects you have 
dedicated points of contact on hand for any queries and 
eventualities. We pride ourselves on our customer service 
and transparency.

 Since our establishment in late 2016 we have grown 
rapidly and now work with some of the country’s leading 
facilities management, operations and leisure companies, 
amongst others. 

Services we offer
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Floor Maintenance Programs 
and Deep Cleaning
A S Solutions offer expert help with cleaning, 
maintaining and restoring hard floors, ensuring 
that floors look good and remain compliant.

With effective cleaning and maintenance we aim to avoid 
unnecessary replacement of floors, helping to reduce 
overall costs and additional landfill.
A S Solutions work with commercial sites of all sizes 
offering one-off specialist ‘deep-cleans’ or a programme 

of re-occurring floor maintenance, delivered by our skilled 
operations team. 

For deep cleaning of concrete or any floors that have a high 
concentration of dirt. Professional high pressure water blaster, 
designed and manufactured for use under the toughest condi-
tions Cleaner surface lowering your risks.

Hard floor cleaning machines
Jet Blasting 500 Bar Water Pressure Washing

In House Training
We can also offer in-house training with the aim of 
developing a consistent cleaning programme that can 
be easily adopted by internal housekeepers and main-
tenance teams.
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Safe Kleen
A highly dilutable Multi Purpose Cleaner with a 
unique combination of surface active agents.

Safe Kleen was originally developed as a pre-treatment and 
after care cleaning product for applications of Safe Grip Anti 
Slip Treatment. But due to the unique combination of surface 
active agents, sequestrants and alkaline builders the product 
has excellent cleaning abilities for the removal of dirt, grease, 
oil and grime making it a truly versatile multi purpose cleaner 
for virtually all types of surfaces and materials. 

Effective at high dilutions, even up to 1 to 200 parts water, 
hot or cold,  just 5 litres can make up to 1,000 litres of 
cleaning fluid.

Safe Kleen a multi purpose cleaner – not just for floors.
• Safe Kleen is used for pre-treatment and aftercare
• Safe Kleen reduces bacterial growth
• Safe Kleen has excellent cleaning abilities
• Safe Kleen is highly concentrated
• Safe Kleen is effective at high dilutions, even up to 1 

to 200 parts water
• Correct and thorough cleaning is an essential part of 

floor maintenance. If a polished or tiled floor is kept 
clean it significantly reduces the risk of a slip accident 
but if a hazardous levels of dirt and contaminant ac-
cumulates on the surface it potentially increases the 
risk of a slip occurring.

Application Information
Typical application information: Dilute in a pressure pump 
containing 8 to 10 litres of water as follows:-
• Light cleaning: 2 capfuls
• Medium cleaning: 3 capfuls
• Heavy cleaning: 4 capfuls
• Dilutions can be adjusted to suit individual cleaning 

requirements.

Safe Kleen can be used neat on oil and grease patches, 
allowing it to soak for 10 minutes; very stubborn stains may 
require more than one treatment. Rinse thoroughly after 
use and dry surface where appropriate.

Caution: Do not use in direct 
sunlight or on hot surfaces
Safe Kleen has been listed by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency on the National Contingency Plan 
(NCP) Schedule as a surface washing agent for 
use in emergency spills* for this listing Safe Kleen 
underwent extensive and stringent testing by E.P.A 
approved laboratories
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SlipAlert is the world’s best slip tester, faster and 
better than traditional slip testing. 

SlipAlert, the British Standard slip test, is user friendly 
and accurate and guaranteed to help reduce slip injuries 
in your business. Don’t wait till someone slips and falls... 
contact SlipAlert today.

Got a slippery floor?
If you are worried by slippery floors, slipping accidents 
or slip claims then you need SlipAlert. Contact Jenny for 
information.

Safer floors
A step change in floor safety. SlipAlert is faster, easier 
and more versatile than traditional slip testing. SlipAlert 
measures slip risk, results correlate with Pendulum Test 
Values (PTV) and Coefficient of Friction (CoF). SlipAlert 
is guaranteed to accurately assess slip risks. You can 
reduce slipping accidents, slip injuries and slip claims. Buy 
SlipAlert!

Slip Risk Changes
Wear, contamination and the effects of cleaning and 
maintenance can significantly alter the slip resistance of 
your floors. Even good quality anti-slip floors can change 
over time. Don’t wait till someone falls to test your floors.

Be Proactive
The only way to be proactive is to monitor slip risk 
regularly. Regular testing with SlipAlert can be done by 

anyone on any floor. Proactive testing will tell you about 
the performance of your floor and about the effectiveness 
of cleaning and maintenance. Don’t just buy safety 
flooring, buy safe floors by testing the slip risk before you 
buy. Maintain safer floors by monitoring cleaning and 
maintenance. Be proactive.

SlipAlert and Safer Floors
SlipAlert is one of only two British Standard floor slip test 
machines and the only one designed for quick and easy 
monitoring. Stopping slips made easy.

Designed to be easy and accurate
We design, manufacture and sell the world’s most user 
friendly slip test machine. It is designed for ease of use 
so that anyone can conduct your slip testing. SlipAlert 
delivers management information about your floors, about 
cleaning about maintenance and about changes to slip 
risk. We make it easy for you to manage slip risk in your 
business.

Risk Assesment
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Stair Safety 
Solutions
Falls from stairs may lead to serious injuries or 
even death. 

Employers, homeowners and businesses must take 
measures in their workplaces to protect employees or 
clients from slip, trip and fall hazards on any walking/
working surface and employees have a responsibility to 
use stairways correctly, as intended.

We offer a range of solutions and safety stair nosings, 
including with a photoluminescence finish, for all types of 
stairs.

Option 1 
Aluminum Stair Nosing will prevent slip accidents however 
also protects the corners of the tiles from breaking or 
chipping off. These come in 2.5 meter length and can be 
cut to size and installed permanently.

Option 2 
For external stairs Crosscote will be more ideal than tape 
as it is more hardwearing and does not peel off or melt 
in the very hot climate we get in Malta and becomes a 
permanent solution for safety and looks.

Option 3
Heskins Tapes come in a variety of colours and 
thicknesses and are available in any colour including 
transparent. This can be also ordered bespoke to cover 
the whole step rather than just the edges.
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Crosscote is designed to repair, protect and 
enhance existing structures, has good wear-
resistant properties, and provides excellent slip 
resistance. It can also be applied on almost any 
substrate.

A specially formulated, two component polymer based 
multipurpose coating system designed for application to 
a wide variety of common building substrates such as 
concrete, brickwork, asphalt, metal, etc as well as glass.  
Ideal for ramps, pavements, yards, walkways, wheelchair 
ramps and other concrete surfaces where anti-slip 
properties are necessary.

Procedure:
Crosscote is extremely simple to apply. Apply by brush, 
roller, trowel or squeegee.

From the mixing vessel pour out a quantity of material that 
can be easily and uniformly spread using the selected tool 
over the appropriate area and finish to the desired texture 
before moving on to the next part of the mix. Repeat the 
mixing and application method until the selected area has 
been completed.

As soon as a coat has dried, between 1 and 24 hours 
according to climate conditions, it can be overcoated with 
the next coat.

Crosscote should not be applied where the air or 
background temperature is likely to fall below 7o C or 

where there is a risk of rainfall on exposed applications 
prior to full curing being achieved.

POT LIFE & CURING TIMES 

The pot life of mixed Crosscote will vary according to 
climatic conditions but at an ambient temperature of 20o 
C will be in the region of 30 minutes; the curing time at 
this temperature generally between 1 to 6 hours.

Repair, protect and enhance 
existing structures

Preparation
All surfaces must be clean and free from loose 
materials. Areas contaminated by oil and 
grease should be thoroughly cleaned with an oil 
dispersant cleaner. Defects in existing surfaces 
must be made good, before applications. 

Where evidence of organic growth, lichen, moss 
etc. is apparent, surfaces must be treated with 
a long term fungicidal/biocidal treatment which 
should be allowed to react and washed off 
thoroughly. 

Careful attention should be given to areas on both 
horizontal and vertical surfaces such as cracks 
and joints where water penetration is possible. 
Rust etc. must be removed and treated with a 
suitable metal primer.
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Characteristics of Cross cote
• has excellent adhesive characteristics
• can be applied vertically or horizontally to many types 

of exposed structures
• is resistance to adverse environmental conditions and 

ultraviolet light
• can withstand normal structural movement without 

cracking.
• is micro-porous and therefore allows the substrate to 

breathe, releasing trapped water vapour. 

The dual component consists of a glue that is mixed 
with a powder having a special aggregate to increase 
friction.  This product is used in a number of countries and 
therefore can withstand a range of elements.

Safety & Hygiene
Crosscote Liquid is a water based latex emulsion and is 
not considered harmful to the environment.Crosscote Pow-
der contains cement and fine dust particles. Always wear 
protective clothing and equipment

In all cases spillages or skin contamination should be 
cleared as soon as possible by dry wiping the affected 
area and then thoroughly washing with soap and water.

Further safety information may be obtained from Material 
Safety Data Sheet Ref: MSDS – 01C.

Shelf life and storage 
Shelf life in opened containers is approximately 6 months 
subject to good conditions of storage. Store in a cool, dry, 
frost-free environment, sealing the containers for protec-
tion against water, oil and other spillages.
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Heskins is a specialist manufacturer and 
supplier of a range of self-adhesive non-slip 
tapes.  Our trademark is Safety-Grip™ anti-slip 
tape. 

We import and supply and install many safety tapes 
including but not limited to abrasive and non-abrasive 
anti-slip tape, conformable, reflective tape, glow in the 
dark tape, DOT tape, non-slip fabric, marine anti-slip tape, 
PermaStripe, PermaRoute and more. 
   

The main product range is;

• Safety-Grip™ – The ever popular abrasive anti slip 
tape, suitable for a wide range of applications.

• Aqua-Safe, Resilient & all non-abrasive materials – 
The range of non-abrasive anti slip tapes is without 
equal.  Perfect for bare foot, food preparation and 
areas where an abrasive material cannot be used.

• Conformable Safety-Grip™ – Applying onto Durbar 
plate and other irregular metal surfaces is easily 
solved.

• Bolt down plates – Immediately mechanically fixed 
down, perfect for previously impossible applications 
such as loose surfaces, stairs etc.

• Non slip fabric – An anti slip, non abrasive foam mesh 
material, that is easy to cut to shape.

• Photoluminescent (glow in the dark) – Heskins 
produce an imaginative range of glow in the dark anti 
slip tapes and marking materials.

• Reflective Tape - Easy application on to areas that 
need additional hazard marking.

• Corrosion Protection Tape - Helps prevent galvanic 
corrosion, increasing service life and reducing costs.

• PermaStripe® - The worlds most durable and effective 
aisle marking system.

• PermaRoute - The worlds only complete floor marking 
system.

Self-adhesive 
non-slip tapes

Anti Slip Bolt Down Plates 

Safety Grip™ 

Glow in the Dark Tape

Aqua Safe & Non-Abrasives
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An alternative to ceramic tiles, PVC floors have a 
variety of benefits when compared. 

They can take weight without breaking, they insulate, they 
are ergonomic, sound insulating, chemically resistant, fire 
retardant, have good anti slip resistance and are easy to 
clean and maintain. 

Today, more than ever, it’s essential that businesses are 
environmentally aware and take measures to lower their 
carbon footprint, not just through their production process 
but also in the construction and fabric of their business 
premises. 

Choosing the right flooring is one such way that 
businesses can lower their environmental impact. Large 
areas such as warehouses and factories need a flooring 
solution that’s practical, long lasting and environmentally 
responsible.

PVC flooring is one of the safest, most durable and above 
all, sustainable floor choices.

PVC Flooring Solutions
Why the use if PVC?
• Resistant to oils, fats and a variety of alkalis.
• Slip- resistant, chemical-resistant, liquid-

tight.
• Forklift- proof, impact-resistant and shock-

proof. Flame retardant.
• Quiet : Impact sound-absorbing effect.
• Sound Absorbing No more rattling when 

metal parts fall.
• Insulating : The material makes the floor 

warm to the feet.
• Ergonomic : The panels have a high degree 

of elasticity, which is gentle on the joints.
• liquid-tight
• Hygienic / easy to clean (complies with 

HACCP guidelines)
• Non-slip, even when wet
• Wear-resistant and robust, even with 

intensive use with trolleys, forklifts or trucks
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The WALAstic rabbet tiles are completely bonded 
and then cold welded and heat-sealed.
The flooring is entirely sealed. Seams can be colour-
welded to indicate different areas.

WALAstic Rabbet Tiles:
• No downtime: Installation during on-going production.
• Refurbishment on all stable subfloors.
• No setting time: instantly load-resistant.
• Modular repairs easily done by replacing individual 

tiles.

Your factory is not a living room?
• Resistant to oil, grease and a variety of leaches.
• Anti-slip effect, chemical-resistant, impervious to 

fluids.
• Forklift resistant, impact and shockproof. Flame-

resistant.

Stress due to noisy production 
processes?
• Quiet: footfall sound absorption. No clanging noises
• from falling metal objects.

Cold feet when working in standing 
positions?
• Insulating: Via the material the floor is warm 

underfoot.
• Ergonomic: the tiles have a high elasticity that proves
• friendly on your joints.

WALAstic industrial flooring
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WALA-Eco-clip tiles enable quick and easy 
DIYlaying. Therefore they are ideally suited as 
re-usable flooring at trade fair booths or in rental 
objects. 

A wide spectrum of colours allows highlighting of certain 
areas in different colourations. Orders in larger quantities 
can also be produced in your corporate colours.

Quickly installed: floor refurbishment made simple!
• Cost-effective refurbishment of unsightly floors.
• Heat insulating and sound-absorbing. Joint-friendly 

due to the high elasticity.
• Impervious to mopping water: easy care and hygienic.
For extreme wear and tear: Can be entirely glued and 
bonded, making the flooring
completely waterproof.

WALAstic eco clip*
The allround flooring made from new PVC

* The extremely robust WALA-Eco-clip tile measures 500 x 500 x 6 mm. It is made from fully dyed-through PVC.
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A system of interlocking floor tiles which provide 
a quick, easy and sustainable solution in a wide 
variety of commercial flooring applications. 

Ecotile is one of the leading commercial flooring 
specialists in Europe and are the proud creators of the 
World’s Number One Interlocking Floor Tile. Our hard 
wearing tiles are tough enough to withstand the rigours 
of almost any industrial environment. They are flexible 
enough for zoning warehouses, factories and schools and 
even smart enough for shops and retail outlets.

• R10 slip rating
• Track record of significantly reducing the risk of 

slipping
• Quick and simple to install. No downtime.
• Ideal for use with fork trucks and heavy loads
• Extremely hard wearing
• Protects the existing floor from damage
• Can withstand temperatures below 0°C
• 10 year product warranty

Ecotile is a UK made industrial flooring solution that can 
be fitted without causing disruption to your business; a 
cost effective and low maintenance interlocking floor tile 
that can solve several flooring problems and business 
challenges.

Ecotile offer a one stop approach and can manufacture, 
supply and fit your floor tiles quickly and efficiently thanks 
to our incredibly short lead times, quick delivery and 5 
star customer service.

Unlike epoxy resin, floor paint and traditional industrial 
flooring, our interlocking PVC tiles can be fitted extremely 
easily over any hard surface without the need for 
specialist tools, prior technical knowledge or adhesives. 

Cracking, brittle and damaged resin flooring, paint 
delamination, dust, dirt and damp problems are all 
eliminated with this simple flooring solution. 

Minimal preparation to the existing floor is required and 
there are no curing or drying times; just lay the tiles 
while your business continues to operate around the 
installation.

lnterlocking floor tiles 

Possible Applications
1. Schools & Colleges
2. Passenger Terminals
3. Shops & Offices
4. Exhibitions & Point of Sale
5. Domestic Garages
6. Utility Rooms
7. Sports Facilities
8. Light Industrial Units
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Bergo Tiles are made from recyclable 
environmentally friendly PP-composite. 

Installed floating on existing floors without any fasteners. A 
Bergo floor solves many problems thanks to the ventilating 
and flexible design and is particularly suitable for 
installations on damp surfaces, but also cracked / uneven 
subfloors and worn wooden decks. 

The products are available in a wide range of designs and 
colours, harmoniously coordinated.

Flexible design flooring
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Casalgrande Padana has been producing 
advanced ceramic materials for over 50 years: 
innovative and environment-friendly solutions 
for the creation of coatings, floors and coatings 
capable of responding to any creative and 
technological requirement of the world of 
architecture and design.

In areas with a high  risk  of slipping, the  installation 
of non-slip  flooring  realised with Granitogres Technic 
textured surfaces significantly reduces this  risk.

Casalgrande Padana offers a variety  of different textured 
surfaces to  cater for all possible application conditions 
and  requisites.

The tiles from the Amazzonia collection are the ideal 
choice for floors both indoors and out. These stone-
like tiles are anti-slip and come with a natural finish for 
interiors and 20 mm thickness for exteriors. They are an 
ideal choice for tiling terraces, patios, verandas, and turf 
or gravel walkways.

Anti Slip tiles
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Anti Slip Tiles 
for commercial 
and industrial

Carbo R12
Places where fish and meat are 

received and sold, industrial kitchens 
and similar, outdoors slopes, squares.

Technic R10
Indoor use (offices, homes, entrance 

foyers) with the exclusion of damp 
places.

Roccia R11 (A+B)
Balconies, porticos, pavements, pool 

decks, floor surfaces affected by 
liquids in general.

Profil R12 - V8 (A+B+C)
Large-scale and industrial kitchens in 

general, floors where food products are 
prepared.

Safe R13 (A+B+C)
Cutting, delicatessen, bread and pastry 

making, butcher’s and fishmonger’s 
departments and kitchens.

Reticolo R12 - V4 (A+B+C)
Large-scale and industrial kitchens in 

general, floors where food products are 
prepared.

Bugnato R11 - V6 (A+B+C)
Swimming pool surrounds, places 

where food products are processed and 
similar.

Secura R11 (A+B)
Industrial environments in 

general and pool decks.

Pavé R11 - V4 (A+B+C)
Porticos, pavements, swimming pool 

decks, floor surfaces affected by 
liquids in general.

Anti Slip Porcelain Tiles suitable for commercial 
and industrial kitchens and highly trafficked 
areas. 

Granitogres  Technic is ideal  for  industrial sectors, such as 
the  pharmaceutical and  foodstuffs industries, subject to  
particular stringent hygiene regulations. The  total imper-
meability of the  tile makes it practically unstainable,  while 
bacteria and  moulds are easily removable.
The porcelain stoneware tiles from the Technic collection 
are the ideal choice for floors and walls in high-traffic 
public and commercial spaces and industrial spaces 
subject to stringent hygiene rules, such as in the 
pharmaceutical and food sectors. Technic tiles are 
super hard-wearing.  They don’t fear acids (except for 
hydrofluoric acid), bases, corrosive agents, solvents, 
oils, cement, and chemicals in general. The different 
thicknesses available (11.2 mm, 12 mm, and 14 mm), 
allow Technic porcelain stoneware tiles to withstand 
intense static and dynamic loads, heavy footfall, 

vibrations and impacts, humidity, frost, fire, abnormal 
temperature fluctuations, without alterations of any sort. 
Their structured anti-slip surface makes any floor safer, 
eliminating the risk of slipping.

Anti-slip flooring
1. These surfaces are normally used in industrial or work 

environments and require a few extra measures for 
their maintenance.

2. For larger places, use a washer/drier to ensure 
perfect cleanliness and hygiene.

3. These floors can also be cleaned using a pressure 
washer.
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Safe Grip Anti Slip Treatment is a transparent anti slip 
flooring solution, which has a very low odour. It can be 
applied to a variety of surfaces, both internal and external, 
radically improving the slip resistance of the floor when 
wet.

Why use SafeGrip?
• Wet floor surfaces are a serious risk to health and 

safety
• Can be used on various surfaces
• Has long lasting effects and does not require 

maintenance.

The solution to the problem of dangerous slippery wet 
floors!

Wet surfaces are a serious risk to health and safety. 
The consequences of a slip and fall accident can be 
disastrous. The solution is Safe Grip Anti-slip Treatment. 
Safe Grip is not a coating that will wear off, it doesn’t 
require time to cure and can be applied during operational 
hours – even in areas with high foot traffic such as retail 
stores, hotels, and public places. It is suitable for hard 
floorings such as ceramic, terrazzo, quarry tile, granite, 
most marble, concrete, slate, porcelain, and many more

Floor Anti Slip Treatments
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This is a completely eco friendly solution which 
in most cases will not change or damage the 
aesthetics of a floor.

Proven Durability is GUARANTEED as this anti-slip 
treatment will last for many years subject to a suitable 
cleaning regime.  4Earth Anti Slip Mineral Tile is 
guaranteed for 5 years.
For use with - Ceramic Tiles, Terrazzo, Quarry Tile, Slate, 
Granite, Polished Stone, Travertine and most Marbles

4Earth Anti Slip IS NOT A COATING it is a treatment that 
is simply washed onto the surface and washed back off 
again. As soon as the floor is dry it is able to be walked on!

Mineral Tile Anti Slip -  
Marble / Travertine / Granite

NOTE
1 Litre can cover 

between 4 and 8 sq 
mts depending on 
the tile porosity. 
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Gum Stopper is an environmentally friendly non-
toxic chewing gum repellent for commercial use 
on highly trafficked floors and walls.
 

Benefits: 
Years of protection from our Solvent & Silicone free 
product against-Chewing gum, Water, Oil, Moss, Carbon 
particulates, Dirt, Bird droppings...and with added stain 
protection too!

Gum Stopper is almost invisible when dry. It is also: 
water & oil repellent, stain resistant, abrasion resistant, 
non-hazardous, non-toxic, non-flammable, water based, 
environmentally friendly, non-staining, non-yellowing.
• Especially suited to high pedestrian traffic areas such 

as transport terminals
• Easy to apply– just a brush or roller onto a 

contamination free surface
• Coverage - 8 - 10m2 per litre

Protection from
• Chewing gum   
• Water 
• Oil and Grease
• Moss
• Carbon particulates
• Acid rain
• Dirt
• Bird droppings

• Including stain protection too!

Applied on
• Marble
• Limestone
• Terracotta
• Roof Tiles
• Concrete
• Brick
• Block Paving
• Sandstone
• Granite
• Tarmac
• Pavements
• Car Parks

Water based floor 
impregnator sealer
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Flooring Sealer with Anti Slip 
A Strong bonding sealer, able to make many 
tiling and flooring options slip and skid resistant.
 

Why Use Super Seal? 
• Water Resistant
• UV Resistant
• 36+ PTV in Wet Conditions
• Easily Cleaned & Maintained
• Where can this product be applied?
• Polished Porcelain
• Granite
• Polished Concrete
• Marble

Super Seal - 
Ideal for a variety of floors
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Anti Slip Surface Treatment 
The best anti slip treatment you could use for 
stone flooring, easy to clean and maintain with a 
smooth clean finish. 
 
 

Why Use the HD Antislip Sealer? 
• Good for use on all interior and exterior stone surfac-

es 
• Extremely durable 
• Easy to apply
• Clear Finish with anti slip microbead
• Easy to clean and maintain
• protects floors for longer
• Hardens & seals concrete permanently
• Non-yellowing
• Tough, Durable and Hard Wearing
• Designed for use with PICSPAVE to bring out and 

enhance the full depth of colour of the CSH (Colour 
Surface hardener) and RA (Release Agent).

• Slip Resistant
• Petrol, Diesel, Oil & Grease resistant

Application instructions

The slab must be fully surface dry after washing off 
(Protimeter 4.5 and below) and all traces of RA (Release 
Agent) removed by pressure washing and RAW (Release 
Agent Wash).Brush slab to remove any dirt or debris.

Control joints must be cut prior to HSS application. 
HSS must be spray applied using a pressure spray unit 
equipped with VITONTM seals and solvent resistant hose 
and body. Apply in two equal applications, keeping sprayer 
head moving to avoid pooling. The first aapplication must 
be brushed into the surface and allowed to dry past tacky 
prior to applying the second coat.

Avoid application in strong, direct sunlight – do not apply if 
rain is likely within 3 hours of application.

Approximate 
coverage

4 to 6m2 per litre 
per application 

– Two applications 
required

Sealer for concrete
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The coating will provide a textured gloss finish 
incorporating an anti-slip aggregate which is 
pre-dispersed within the material, making it 
appropriate for both floors and walls.

Can be applied by a roller or paint brush, the product is 
a low odour producing, seamless, hard wearing, hygienic 
floor finish and domestic safety.

Why should you choose this paint
• UV stable.
• Solvent-free.
• Silica free.
• Superb adhesion.
• Hard wearing.
• Hygienic and easily cleaned.
• Seamless Glass texture

Where can this product be applied?
• Food production environments.
• Pharmaceutical areas.
• Hospitals.
• Prisons.
• Police Cells.
• Factory units.
• Warehouses.

Seamless Wall Coating
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